
       

One solution – Zero hassle

We Detect malware in 1 Minute
One minute is the time it takes us to detect a 

threat on your network if your defence perimeter 
was penetrated. That is often too little time for 
malware to deploy and to put your network and 

business critical data at risk.  

We Identify in 10 minutes
Ten minutes after a threat has been detected on 
your network our experts has finished the ana-

lyzing process of correlating and comparing the 
threat against a known set of rules or signatures 

to identify the malicious malware.

We Mitigate in 60 minutes
One hour is the total time from a breach is de-
tected until we have a mitigation plan ready for 
you. That means no dwell time for the malware 
and a very early awareness of how to isolate it 

and destroy it.

Read more about Scandinavia’s best 
End to End Solution at GlobalConnect.dk

Presenting 

Managed Security 
In SmartConnect

With GlobalConnects new Managed Detection 
& Response Service you can safely leave the 
protection and monitoring of your network and 
data to us. 

Security in 
the house 

Leave the alerts to us!
560.000. Thats the amount of new pieces of malware discov-

ered every day, so its no wonder that alarms in many compa-

nies are blinking and blipping constantly causing alert exhaus-

tion and over time a dangerous indifference and carelessness. 

With our new Managed Detection & Response Service we take 

care of all the alarms for you, identify the culprits and adress 

the problems accordingly, securing your Network and business 

critical data so you can use your skills on what you do best. 

No Cyber defence perimeter is 100 procent secure. If the ac-

cident happens we will be there to fix the problem with our 60 

Minute Action Cycle. 

Lets show you how...



       

Read more about Scandinavia’s best 
End to End Solution at GlobalConnect.dk

Remember to grab an info page 
about the four Pillars in our 

SmartConnect offering

SmartConnect’s Four Pillars

E P I C

Enabling Protecting Inspecting Connecting

Recover and Recoperate
Our Security Operations Center is specia-
lizing in analyzing odd or suspect behavi-
or across your networks. When you buy 
a backup and recovery service from our 

SmartConnect offering we will make sure 
that your data never gets destroyed or 

permanently deleted. 

SmartConnect Integration
If your perimeter or network defences are 

set up as part of our SmartConnect offering 
they can seamlessly integrate into the core 
of our Security Operations, guaranteeing a 
smooth and seamless experience in moni-
toring your resilience and setting up your 

security posture.          

A Mitigation Plan in 60 minutes
No defence perimeter is 100% safe. With 

our tried and tested 60 minute Fix-it-Cycle 
we will detect, identify and mitigate attacks 
that manage to get through your perimeter 

defences and into your network.  
You can rest assured, we will get you back 

in business in no time with no data loss.   

We Shoot Dragons
In most companies a breach is discovered 
when you start seeing the effects of the 

attack, and by then the damage is already 
done. With our advanced alert system we 
can shoot down the malware dragons be-
fore they nest and cause damage without 

disrupting your business.

Presenting Managed Security in SmartConnect 

Contact us Anytime
Our analysts are on the job 24/7/365, 
always ready to tackle anything that 

could hit you. Also, as a Security Opera-
tions Center customer, you’re part of a 

program with a goal to be there for you. 
Get in touch anytime. No emergency 

required. It’s free and we’d love to help.

With our new Managed Detecti-
on & Response Service, we secure 
your perimeter and got you fully 
re(covered) 24/7.
Please note that our new Security Operations Center can be bought both as 
part of our SmartConnect Suite and as a Standalone Service offering. 

We play it by the playbook
Our Playbooks are our security field 

handbooks and we are proud to say that 
the experience and know-how of our Cy-
ber Security Experts are reflected in our 
Playbooks. This guarantees high quality 
and consistency at all times, no matter 

what hits you.


